
mm in the hereandnowhasbeennourished throughmy fortu‑
l fiMaGonwith this collegial cohort.
anUltimately, this book offers a theory of queer futurity that is attentive
to the past for the purposes of critiquing a present. This mode of queer
critique depends on critical practices that stave off the failures of imagina‑
tion that I understandasantirelationality and antiutopianism in queer cri‑
tique. The mode of “cruising” for which this book calls is no t only or even
primarily “cruising for sex.” I do see an unlimited potentiality in actual
queer sex, but books of criticism that simply glamorize the ontology of
gaymale cruising are more often than not simplyboring. In this book I do
nonetheless distill some real theoretical energy from historical accounts
of fucking and utopia, such asJohn Giorno’s journals (chapter 2) and
SamuelDelany’s memoir, The Motion ofLight and Water (chapter 3). That
may have something to with the historical texture those texts provide. In‑
deed this book asks one to cruise the fields of the visual and not so visual
in an effort to see in the anticipatory illumination of the utopian. If, as
indicated by the famous quotation from Oscar Wilde that appears in the
epigraph, “amap of the world that does not include Utopia is not worth
glancing at,” then affective and cognitive maps45 of the world that a criti‑
cally queer utopianism can create, maps that do include utopia,needto be
attended to in afashion that indeed resembles akind of politicized cruis‑
ing. In the place of various exhausted theoretical stances Cruising Utopia
no t only asks readers to reconsider ideas such ashope and utopia but also
challenges them to feel hope and to feel utopia,which is to say challenges
them to approach the queer critique from arenewed and newly animated
sense of the social, carefully cruising for the varied potentialities that may
aboundwithin that field.

QueernessasHorizon
Utopian Hermeneutics in the Face of Gay Pragmatism

forIohn

I BEG|N THIS chapter on futurity andadesire that isutopianby turn‑
ingto atext from the past‐more specifically, to those words that emanate
from the spatiotemporal coordinate Bloch referred to asthe no-longer‑
conscious, a term that attempts to enact amore precise understanding of
the work that the past does, what can beunderstood asthe performative
force of the past.A 1971issue of the gay liberation journal Gay Flames in‑
cluded amanifesto by agroup calling itselfThirdWorld Gay Revolution.
The text, titled “WhatWeWant, WhatWeBelieve," ofiered adetailed list
of demands that includedthe abolition of capital punishment, the abolish‑
ment of institutional religion,and the end of the bourgeois family. The en‑
tire list of sixteen demands culminated with arequest that was especially
radical and poignant when compared to the anemic political agenda that
dominates contemporary LGBT politics in NorthAmerica today.

16.) We want a new society‐a revolutionary socialist society. We
want liberation of humanity, free food, free shelter, free clothing, free
transportation, free health care, free utilities, free education, free art
for all.Wewant a society where the needs of the people come first.
Webelieve that all people should share the labor and products of

society, according to each one's needs and abilities, regardless of race,
sex, age or sexual preferences.Webelieve the land, technology and the
means of productionbelong to the people, andmust beshared by the
people collectively for the liberationof all.1

When we consider the extremely pragmatic agenda that organizes LGBT
activism in North America today, the demand “we want a new society"
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may seem naive by the present’s standards. Many people would dismiss
these demands asimpractical or merely utopian.Yet I contend that there
is great value in pulling these words from the no-longer-conscious to arm
acritique of the present. The use of “we” in this manifesto can bemistak‑
enly readasthe “we” implicit in the identitypolitics that emerged after the
ThirdWorld Gay Revolutiongroup. Such areadingwould miss the point.
This “we” does no t speak to a merely identitarian logic but instead to a
logic of futurity. The “we” speaks to a“we” that is “not yet conscious," the
future society that is being invoked and addressed at the same moment.
The “we” is no t content to describe who the collective is but more nearly
describes what the collective and the larger social order could be, what
it should be. The particularities that are listed‐“race, sex, age or sexual
preferences"‐are not things in and of themselves that format this “we”,‑
indeed the statement’s “we” is “regardless” of these markers,which is not
to say that it is beyond such distinctions or due to these differences but,
instead, that it is beside them. This is to say that the field of utopian pos‑
sibility is one in whichmultiple forms of belonging in difference adhere to
abelongingin collectivity.
Suchmultiple forms of belonging-indifference and expansive critiques

of social asymmetries are absent in the dominant LGBT leadership com‑

day’smovement that seems especially representative of the anemic, short‑

EvanWolfson that appearedonhiswebsite, freedomtomarry.org.Wolfson?
single-m-indedtext identifies thesocial recognitionandfinancialadvantagn'gl
offeredby traditional marriage pacts asthe key towhat hecalls “freedom.
FreedomforWolfsonismere inclusion'in acorrupt andbankruptsocialo r ‑

goes almostwithout saying that the “all” invokedby the gay lawyerand1
followers are normative citizen‐‐subjectswith ahost of rightso n l y 1
to some (and no t all) queer people.Arguments against gay m
beenarticulatedwith great acumenbyLisaDugganandRichardxiii?”
it isWolfsons invocationof the termfreedom that'1smost unsettling. ._.
Wolfson and his website’s rhetoric degrade the concept of 1 -. .

Homonormative cultural and political lobbyists such asWolfson - 1
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-_1 aded the political and conceptual force of concepts such asfreedom
- the same way that the current political regime of the United States has
;: aded the term liberation in the case of recent Middle Eastern foreign
- 'cy. I invoke Wolfson here not so much asthis chapter’s problem or

. -1 but merely asa recent symptom of the erosion of the gay and lesbian
-- tical imagination.Wolfson represents many homonormative interests
-' g the contemporary LGBT movement toward the goal of “natural‑
1g” the flawed and toxic ideological formation known asmarriage. The
g of traditional straight relationality, especially marriage, for gays and

bians announces itselfasa pragmatic strategy when it is in fact a deeply
1logical project that is hardly practical. In this way gay marriage's de‑
1 ors are absolutely right: gay marriage is not natural‐but then again,
er ismarriage for any individual.

' A similar but more nuanced form of what I amreferring to asgay prag‑
--c thought can be seen in Biddy Martin's work, especially her psycho‑
'cally inspired diagnosis that queer critique suffers from an andro‑

ntric bias in which queerness presents itselfasthe “extraordinary" while
the same time fleeing the charge of being“‘ordinary.” Beingordinary and
1-~_married are both antiutopianwishes, desires that automatically rein
c'elvesm, never daring to see or imagine the not-yet‐conscious. This

11of thought that I amidentifying aspragmatic is taken from its ver‑
ar register. I amnot referring to the actual philosophical tradition of

nerican pragmatism of Charles Peirce,William James, or John Dewey.
- the current gay political strategy I amdescribing does share an inter‑
in empiricism with that school. Gay pragmatic organizing is in direct

. - - -sition to the idealist thought that I associate as endemic to a forward‑
' g queerness that calls on a no‐longer‐conscious in the service of

y ' g afuturity.
j The not-quite-conscious is the realmof potentiality that must be called
' and insisted on, if we are ever to look beyond the pragmatic sphere
the here and now, the hollow nature of the present. Thus, I wish to ar‑
‘ that queerness is not quite here; it is, in the language of Italian phi‑
pher Giorgio Agamben, a potentiality.‘ Alain, Badiou refers to that

follows the event asthe thing-that-is-not-yet-imagined,5 and in my
1 . . . t i o n queerness too should be understood to have asimilar valence.
' 1my turn to this notion of the not-quite‐conscious is again indebted
ABloch and his massive three-volume text The Principle of Hope.6 That
‘ 1- e,bothacontinuation and anamplification of German idealist prac‑
‘~ - of thought, is acritical discourse‐which is to say that it does not,0

i.
l

i

i
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avert or turn away from the present. Rather, it critiques an autonatural‑
izingtemporality that wemight call straight time. Straight time tells usthat
there is no future but the here and now of our everyday life.7 The only
futurity promised is that of reproductivemajoritarianheterosexuality, the
spectacle of the state refurbishing its ranks through overt and subsidized
acts of reproduction. In NoFuture, Lee Edelman advises queers that the
future is “kid stuff.”8 Although I believe that there is a lot to like about
Edelman’s polemic-mostly its disdain for the culture of the chi ld ‐ I ul‑
timately want to speak for anotion of queer futurity by turning to Bloch’s
critical notion of utopia.
It is equally polemical to argue that we are not quite queer yet, that

queemess,whatwewill reallyknowasqueemess, does not yet exist. I sug‑
gest that holding queemess in asort of ontologically humble state, under
aconceptual grid in whichwedonot claim to always already knowqueer‑
ness in the world, potentially staves off the ossifying effects of neoliberal
ideologyand the degradation of politicsbrought about by representations
of queemess in contemporary popular culture.
A posterior glance at different moments, objects, and spaces might of‑

fer us an anticipatory illumination of queemess. We cannot trust in the
manifestations of what some people would call queemess in the present,
especially asembodied in the pragmatic debates that dominate contem‑
porary gay and lesbian politics. (Here, again, I most pointedly mean U.S.
queers clamoring for their right to participate in the suspect institution of
marriage and, maybe worse, to serve in the military.) None of this is to
say that there are no t avatars of aqueer futurity, both in the past and the
present, especially in sites of cultural production.What I amsuggesting is
that wegain agreater conceptual and theoretical leverage if wesee queer‑
ness assomething that is no t yet here. In this sense it is useful to consider
EdmundHusserl, phenomenology’s founder, andhis invitation to look to
horizonsofbeing.9 Indeedto access queervisualitywemayneedto squint,
to strain our vision and force it to see otherwise, beyond the limitedvista
of the here and now.
To critique an overarching “here and now" is no t to turn one’s face

away from the everyday. RolandBarthes wrote that the mark of the uto‑
pian is the quotidian.10 Such an argument would stress that the utopian
is an impulse that we see in everyday life. This impulse is to be glimpsed
assomething that is extra to the everyday transaction of heteronormative
capitalism. This quotidian example of the utopiancan beglimpsed in uto‑
pianbonds, affiliations, designs, and gestures that exist within the present
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moment. Turning to the NewYork School of poetry, a moment that is one
of the cultural touchstones for my research, we can consider a poem by
James Schuyler that speaks of a hope and desire that is clearly utopian.
The poem, like most of Schuyler’s body of work, is clearly rooted in an
observation of the affective realmof the present.Yet there is anexcess that
the poet also conveys, atype of affective excess that presents the enabling
force of aforward-dawning futurity that is queemess. In the poem“Apho‑
tograph,” published in 1974 in the collection Hymn toLife,apicture that
resides on the speaker’s desk sparks arecollectionof domestic bliss.

Aphotograph
Shows you in aLondon
room; books,apainting,
your smile, asilky
tie, a suit.Andmore.
It looks solikeyou
and I see it every day
(here,onmydesk)
which I don’t you. Last
Fridaywas grand.
We went out, we came
back,wewent wild. You
slept.Me too. The pup
woke you andyou dressed

you left, I was sleeping.
When I woke there was
just time to make the
train to a country dinner
and talk about ecstasy.
Which I think comes in
two sorts: that whichyou
Know “Now I amecstatic”
Likemy strange scream
last Fridaynight.And
another kind, that you
knowonly in retrospect:
“Why, that joyI felt
and didn’t think about
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whenhis feet were in
my lap,or when I looked
downand saw his slanty
eyes shut, that too was
ecstasy. Nor is there
necessarily adowner from
it.” Do I believe in
the perfectibility of
man? Strangely enough,
(I’ve knownun‑
happinessenough) I
do. I mean it.
I reallydo believe
future generations can
livewithout the in‑
tervals of anxious
fear weknowbetween our
bouts and strolls of
ecstasy. The struck ball
finds the pocket.You
smile some years back
in London, I have
knownecstasy and calm:
haven’t you too? Let’s
try to understand,my
handsome friendwho
wears his nose awry.“

The speaker remembers the grandness of anunspectacular Fridayin which
he andhis addressee slept in and then scrambled to catch a train to adin‑
ner out in the country. He attempts to explainthe ecstasy he felt that night,
indicating that one moment of ecstasy, amoment he identifies asbeing
marked both by self-consciousness and obliviousness, possesses apoten‑
tially transformative charge. He then considers another moment of ecstasy
in retrospect, alookingback at ano-longer-conscious that provides anaf‑
fective enclave in the present that staves offthe sense of “bad feelings” that
mark the affective disjuncture of beingqueer in straight time.
The moment in the poem of deeper introspection‐beginning “Do I

believe in / the perfectibility of /man?”‐is anexample of autopiandesire
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inspiredbyqueer relationality.Moments of queer relationalbliss,what the
poet names asecstasies, are viewed ashavingthe ability to rewrite a larger
map of everyday life.When “future generations” are invoked, the poet is
signalingaqueemess to come, away of beingin theworld that is glimpsed
through reveries in aquotidian life that challenges the dominance of anaf‑
fective world, apresent, full of anxiousness and fear. These future genera‑
tions are, like the “we" invoked in the manifesto by the ThirdWorld Gay
Revolutiongroup, no t anidentitarianformulationbut, instead,the invoca‑
t ion of a future collectivity, a queemess that registers asthe illumination
of ahorizon of existence.
The poem speaks of multiple temporalities and the affective mode

knownasecstasy,whichresonatesalongsidetheworkofMartinHeidegger.
In Beingand Time Heidegger reflects on the activity of timeliness and its
relation to ekstatisch (ecstasy), signaling for Heidegger the ecstatic unity
of temporality‐Past, Present, and Future.12 The ecstasy the speaker feels
and remembers in “A photograph” is not consigned to one moment. It
steps out from the past and remarks on the unity of an expansive version
of temporality; hence, future generations are invoked. To know ecstasy
in the way in which the poem’s speaker does is to have a sense of timeli‑
ness’s motion, to understand atemporal unity that is important to what I
attempt to describe asthe time of queemess. Queerness’s time is astep‑
ping out of the linearity of straight time. Straight time is a self-naturaliz‑
ing temporality. Straight time’s “presentness” needs to be phenomeno‑
logically questioned, and this is the fundamental value of aqueer utopian
hermeneutics. Queerness’s ecstatic and horizonal temporality is a path
and amovement to agreater openness to theworld.
It would be difficult to mistake Schuyler’s poem for one of Frank

O’Hara’s upbeat reveries. O’Hara’s optimism is a contagious happiness
within the quotidian that I would also describe ashaving autopian qual‑
ity. Schuyler’s poetry is not somuch about optimism but instead about a
hope that is distinctly utopian and distinctly queer. The poem imagines
another collective belonging, anenclave in the future where readers will
not be beset with feelings of nervousness and fear. These feelings are the
affective results of beingoutside of straight time. Hewrites from adepres‑
sive position, “(I’ve knownun- / happiness enough),” but reachesbeyond
the affective force-field of the present.
Hope for Blochis anessential characteristic of no t only the utopianbut

also the humancondition. Thus, I talk about the humanasarelatively sm‑
ble category. But queemess in its utopian connotations promises ahuman
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that is not yet here, thus disrupting any ossified understandingof the hu‑
man. The point is to stave offagay and lesbianantiutopianism that is very
muchtaintedwith apolemics of the pragmatic rights discourse that in and
of itselfhamstrings no t onlypolitics but also desire. Queerness asutopian
formation isaformation basedonaneconomy of desire and desiring. This
desire is always directed at that thing that is no t yet here, objects andmo ‑
ments that burn with anticipation and promise. The desire that propels
Schuyler’s “Aphotograph” isbornof the no-longer-conscious,the richres‑
onance of remembrance, distinct pleasures felt in the past. And thus past
pleasures stave off the affective perils of the present while they enable a
desire that is queer futurity’s core.
Queerness is utopian, and there is something queer about the utopian.

FredricJameson described the utopian asthe oddball or the maniac.13 In‑
deed, to live inside straight time and ask for, desire, and imagine another
time and place is to represent and perform a desire that is both utopian
and queer. To participate in such anendeavor is no t to imagine anisolated
future for the individual but instead to participate in a hermeneutic that
wishes to describe a collective futurity, anotion of futurity that functions
asahistoricalmaterialist critique. In the two textual examples I have em‑
ployedwe see an overt utopianism that is explicit in the ThirdWorld Gay
Revolution manifesto, and what I amidentifying asa utopian impulse is
perceivable in Schuyler’s poetry. One requires a utopian hermeneutic to
see an already operative principle of hope that hums in the poet’s work.
The other text, the manifesto, does another type of performativework; it
does utopia.
To “read” the performative, along the lines of thought first inaugurated

byJ. L. Austin, is implicitly to critique the epistemological.14 Performativ‑
ity and utopia both call into questionwhat is epistemologically there and
signal ahighly ephemeral ontological field that can be characterized asa
doing infuturity. Thus, amanifesto is acall to adoing in and for the fu‑
ture. The utopian impulse to be gleaned from the poem is a call for “do‑
ing” that is a becoming: the becoming of and for “future generations."
This rejection of the here and now, the ontologically static, is indeed, by
the measure of homonormative codes, amaniacal and oddball endeavor.
The queer utopian project addressed here turns to the fringe of political
and cultural production to offset the tyranny of the homonormative. It is
drawn to tastes, ideologies,andaesthetics that can only seem odd, strange,
or indeed queer next to the muted striving of the practical and normalcy‑
desiringhomosexual.
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The turn to the call of the no-longer-conscious is no t aturn to norma‑
tive historical analysis. Indeed it is important to complicate queer his‑
tory and understand it asdoing more than the flawed process of merely
evidencing. Evidencing protocols often fail to enact real hermeneutical
inquiry and insteadopt to reinstate that which is known in advance. Thus,
practices of knowledge production that are content merely to cull selec‑
tively from the past,while strikingapose of positivist undertakingor em‑
pirical knowledge retrieval, often nullify the political imagination.Jame‑
son’s Marxian dictate “always historicize”ls is not amethodological call for
empirical data collection. Instead, it is adialectical injunction, suggesting
we animate our critical faculties by bringing the past to bear on the pres‑
ent and the future. Utopian hermeneutics offer us a refined lens to view
queemess, insofar asqueemess, if it is indeed not quite here, is nonethe‑
less intensely relationalwith the past.
The present is no t enough. It is impoverished and toxic for queers and

other peoplewho do no t feel the privilege of majoritarianbelonging, nor‑
mative tastes, and “rational” expectations. (I address the question of ratio‑
nalism shortly). Let mebeclear that the idea is no t simply to turn away
from the present. One cannot afford such a maneuver, and if one thinks
one can, one has resisted the present in favor of folly. The present must be
known in relation to the alternative temporal and spatial maps provided
by aperception of past and future affectiveworlds.
Utopian thinking gets maligned for being naively romantic. Of course,

muchof it has beennaive.Weknowthat any history of actualizedutopian
communities would be replete with failures. No one, other than perhaps
Marx himself, has beenmore cognizant about this fact than Bloch. But it
is through this Marxian tradition, no t beside or against it, that the prob‑
lem of the present is addressed. In the following quotation we begin to
glimpse the importanceof the Marxian tradition for the here and now.

Marxism,above all,was first to bringaconcept of knowledge into the
world that essentially refers to Becomeness, but to the tendency of
what is comingup; thus for the first time it brings future into our con‑
ceptual and theoretical grasp. Such recognition of tendency is neces‑
sary to remember,and to open up the No-Longer-Conscious.‘°

Thus we see Bloch’smodel for approaching the past. The idea is no t to at‑
tempt merely to represent it with simplistic strokes. More nearly, it is im‑
portant to call on the past, to animate it, understandingthat the past has a
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performative nature,which is to say that rather than beingstatic and fixed,
the past does things. It is in this veryway that the past isperformative.Fol‑
lowingaBlochian thread, it seems important to put the past into playwith
the present, calling into view the tautological nature of the present. The
present, which is almost exclusively conceived through the parameters of
straight time, is aself-naturalizing endeavor. Opening up aqueer past is
enabled byMarxian ideological tactics. Blochexplains that

Marxismthus rescued the rational core of utopia andmade it concrete
aswell asthe core of the still idealistic tendency of dialectics. Roman‑
ticism does no t understand utopia, no t even its own, but utopia that
has become concrete understands Romanticism and makes inroads
into it, in sofar asarchaic material in its archetypes andwork, contain
anot yet voiced, undischargedelement.I7

Bloch invites usto look to this no-longer‐conscious, apast that is akin to
what Derrida described asthe trace. These ephemeral traces, flickering il‑
luminations from other times and places, are sites that may indeed appear
merely romantic, even to themselves. Nonetheless they assist those of us
who wish to follow queerness’s promise, its still unrealized potential, to
see something else, acomponent that the German aestheticianwould call
culturalsurplus. I build on this idea to suggest that the surplus is both cul‑
tural and affective. More distinctly, I point to a queer feeling of hope in
the face of hopeless heteronormative maps of the present where futurity
is indeed the province of normative reproduction. This hope takes on the
philosophical contours of idealism.
A queer utopianhermeneuticwould thus bequeer in its aim to look for

queer relational formations within the social. It is also about this temporal
project that I alignwith queerness, awork shapedby its idealist trajectory;
indeed it is the work of no t settling for the present, of asking and looking
beyondthe here andnow. Suchahermeneuticwould then be epistemologi‑
cally and ontologically humble in that it would no t claim the epistemologi‑
cal certitude of aqueerness that wesimply “know” but, instead, strain to
activate the no-longer-conscious and to extend aglance toward that which
is forward-dawning, anticipatory illuminations of the not-yet-conscious.
The purpose of such temporal maneuvers is to wrest ourselves from the
present’s stultifying hold, to know our queerness asabelonging in par‑
ticularity that isnot dictated or organized around the spirit ofpolitical im‑
passe that characterizes the present.
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Jameson has suggested that for Bloch the present is provincial.I8 This
lpatialization of time makes sense in relation to the history of utopian
thought, most famously described asan islandby Thomas More. To mark
the present asprovincial is not to ridicule or demean the spots on queer‑
ness's map that do no t signify asmetropolitan. The here and now has an
opposite number,and that would be the then and there. I have argued that
the then that disrupts the tyranny of the now isbothpast and future.Along
those lines, the here that is unnamedyet always implicit in the metropoli‑
tan hub requires the challenge of athere that can be regionalor global.The
transregional or the globalasmodes of spatial organizationpotentiallydis‑
place the hegemony of anunnamed here that is always dominated by the
shadow of the nation-state and its mutable and multiple corporate inter‑
ests.While globalization is aterm that mostly defines aworldwide system
of manufactured asymmetry and ravenous exploitation, it also signals the
encroachingof the there on the here in ways that are worth considering.
The ThirdWorld Gay Revolution group was an organization that grew

out of the larger Gay Liberation Front at roughly the same time that the
Radicalesbians also spun off from the larger group in the spring/summer
of 1970.Although they took the name Third World Gay Revolution, the
group’s members have been described by a recent historian aspeople of
color.19 Their own usage of the term “ThirdWorld” clearly connotes their
deep identificationwith the global phenomenon that was decolonization.
It is therefore imperative to remember this moment from the no-longer‑
conscious that transcended a gay and lesbian activist nationalist imagi‑
nary. For Heidegger “time and space are not co-ordinate. Time is prior to
space."20 If time is prior to space, then we can view both the force of the
no-longer-conscious and the not-yet-here aspotentially bearing on the
hereof naturalizedspace and time. Thus, at the center of cultural texts such
asthe manifesto “All Together Now (A Blueprint for the Movement)” we
find anideological document, and its claim to the pragmatic is the prod‑
uct of ashort-sighted here that fails to include anything but anentitled
and privilegedworld. The there of queer utopia cannot simply be that of
the falteringyet still influential nation-state. ‘
This is then to say that the distinctions betweenhere and there, and the

world that the here and now organizes, are not fixed‐they are alreadybe‑
coming undone in relation to aforward-dawning futurity. It is important
to understand that a critique of our homosexual present is no t an attack
onwhat manypeople routinely name aslesbianor gay but, instead,anap‑
praisal of howqueerness is still forming, or in manycrucialways formless.
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‘ 'l form isutopian.Ultimately,wemust insist onaqueer futurity
the present is sopoisonous and insolvent.A resource that cannot

.. discounted to know the future is indeed the no-longer-conscious, that
thing or place that maybeextinguishedbut no t yet discharged in its uto‑
pianpotentiality.
Blochexplains the Kantiannature of hisproject asthe “saving” of a“ra‑

tionalist core.” It is worth remarking that Kant’s rationalism is no t merely
held up in this instance; indeed rationalism itself is refunctioned.No longer
is rationalism the ruler used by universalism to measure time and space.
In Bloch’s work rationalism is transformed via a political urgency. Ra‑
tionalism is not dismissed but is instead unyoked from a politics of the
pragmatic. Herbert Marcuse discussed the “irrational element in rational‑
ity" asan important component of industrial society’s nature. Irrational‑
i ty flourishes in “established institutions”‐-marriage isperhaps one of the
very best examples of an institution that hampers rational advancement
and the not-yet-imagined versions of freedom that heteronormative and
homonormative culture prescribe.21 In Marcuse’s analysis the advance‑
ments in rationalitymadeby technological innovationswere counteracted
by gay pragmatic political strategies that tell us no t to dream of other
spatial/temporal coordinates but instead to dwell in abroken-downpres‑
ent. This homosexual pragmatism takes on the practical contours of the
homonormativity sopowerfully described by Lisa Duggan in her treatise
on neoliberalism, The Twilight of Equality?22 Within the hermeneutical
scope of aqueer utopian inquiry rationalism is reignitedwith anaffective
spark of idealist thought.
Abstract utopias are indeed dead ends, too often vectoring into the es‑

capist disavowal of our current moment. But a turn to what Bloch calls
the no-longer-conscious is an essential route for the purpose of arriving
at the not-yet-here. This maneuver, a turn to the past for the purpose
of critiquing the present, is propelled by a desire for futurity. Queer fu‑
turity does no t underplay desire. In fact it is all about desire, desire for
both larger semiabstractions such asabetter world or freedom but also,
more immediately, better relations within the social that include better
sex and more pleasure. Some theorists of postmodernity, such asDavid
Harvey, have narrated sex radicalism asa turning away from apolitics of
the collectivity toward the individualistic and the petty?3 In his A Brief
History of Neoliberalism Harvey plots what he views asthe condition of
neoliberalism. In his account, “The narcissistic exploration of self, sexual‑
i ty and identity became the leitmotif of bourgeois urban culture.” In this
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account, the hard-fought struggles for sexual liberation are reduced to a
“demand for lifestyle diversification." Harvey’s critique pits the “working‑
class and ethnic immigrant NewYork” against elites who pursue “lifestyle
diversification.”24 The experiences of working-class or ethnic-racial queers
are beyond his notice or interest. Harvey's failing is a too-common error
for some, but no t all, members of a recalcitrant, unreconstructed North
American left. The rejection of queer and feminist politics represented
by Harvey and other reductive left thinkers is a deviation away from the
Frankfurt School’s interest in the transformative force of eros and its im‑
plicit relationship to political desire. The failings and limits of commenta‑
tors such asHarvey have certainly made queer and utopian thinkers alike
wary of left thought. Thus, I suggest aturn to previous modes of Marxian
philosophy, such asthe work of Marcuse or Bloch. The point is not to
succumb to the phobic panic that muddles left thinking or to unimagina‑
tive invocations of the rationalism cited by neoliberal gays and lesbians.
The point is once again to pull from the past, the no-longer-conscious,
described and represented by Bloch today, to push beyond the impasse
of the present.
I swerve away from my critique of the failures of imagination in the

LGBT activist enterprises to Harvey for a very specific purpose. Harvey
represented afairly more expansive and nuanced critique in his previous
work onpostmodernity,writing that was thoughtfully critiqued by queer
theorists such asJudith Halberstam.25But Harvey'swork hasbecome, like
that of many Marxist scholars, all too ready to dismiss or sacrifice ques‑
tions of sexuality and gender. Furthermore, these mostly white writers
have, asin the example I cited in the precedingparagraph, been quick to
posit race and class as real antagonisms within a larger socioeconomic
struggle and sexuality and gender asmerely “lifestyle diversification.” In
many ways they are performing a function that is the direct opposite of
white neoliberal queers who studiously avoid the question of ethnic, ra‑
cial, class, ability, or gender difference. This correspondence is represen‑
tative of a larger political impasse that I understand asbeing the toll of
pragmatic politics andantiutopian thought. ‘
Concrete utopias remake rationalism, unlinking it from the provincial

and pragmatic politics of the present. Takingback arationalist core, in the
way in which Bloch suggests we do in relation to romanticism, is to insist
on anordering of life that is no t dictated by the spatial/temporal coordi‑
nates of straight time, atime and space matrix in which, unfortunately, far
too many gays, lesbians, and other purportedly “queer” people reside.
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32 Queerness asHorizon

To see queerness ashorizon is to perceive it as a modality of ecstatic
time in which the temporal stranglehold that I describe asstraight time
is interrupted or stepped out of. Ecstatic time is signaled at the moment
one feels ecstasy, announced perhaps in a scream or grunt of pleasure,
andmore importantly duringmoments of contemplationwhen one looks
back at a scene from one’s past, present, or future. Opening oneself up to
such a perception of queerness asmanifestation in and of ecstatic time
offers queers muchmore than the meager ofierings of pragmatic gay and
lesbianpolitics. Seeing queerness ashorizon rescues and emboldens con‑
cepts such asfreedom that have beenwithered by the touch of neoliberal
thought and gay assimilationist politics. Pragmatic gay politics present
themselves asrational and ultimatelymore doable. Suchpolitics and their
proponents often attempt to describe themselves asnot beingideological,
yet they are extremely ideological and, more precisely, are representative
of adecayed ideological institution known asmarriage. Rationalism need
not be given over to gay neoliberalswho attempt to sell a cheapened and
degraded version of freedom. The freedom that is offered by an LGBT
position that does not bend to straight time’s gravitational pull is akin to
one of Heidegger’s descriptions of freedom asunboundness. And more
often than not the “rhetorical” deployment of the pragmatic leads to anot‑
doing, anantiperformativity. Doing, performing, engaging the performa‑
tive as force of and for futurity is queemess’s bent and ideally the way to
queerness.26
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Ghosts of PublicSex
Utopian Longings, Queer Memories

WitnessingQueer Sex Utopia

In 1989 I saw Douglas Crimp give a rousing and moving talk titled
“Mourning andMilitancy” at the second national Lesbian and Gay Stud‑
ies conference, held atYale University.‘ Crimp explained the workings of
mourning in queer culture ashe cataloged avast, lost gay male lifeworld
that was seemingly devastated by the HIV/AIDSpandemic. I want to call
attention here to a specific moment in Crimp’s talk in which an idea of
Freud’s is put in conversation with queer spaces and practices from a his‑
torically specific gay male lifeworld:

Freud tells us that mourning is the reaction not only to the death of a
lovedperson,but also “to the loss of some abstractionwhich has taken
the place of one, such asafatherland, liberty, and ideal . . .” Can webe
allowed to include, in this “civilized" list, the ideal of perverse sexual
pleasure itself rather than one stemming from its sublimation? Along‑
side the dismal toll of death, what many of ushave lost is aculture of
sexual possibility: back rooms, tea rooms, movie houses, and baths;
the trucks, the piers, the ramble, the dunes. Sex was everywhere for
us, and everythingwewanted to venture: Golden showers and water
sports, cocksucking and rimming, fucking and fist fucking. Now our
untamed impulses are either proscribed once again or shielded from
us by latex. Even Crisco, the lube we used because it was edible, is
now forbidden because it breaks down rubber. Sex toys are no longer
added enhancements; they’re safer substitutes.2

It has been seven years since the zenith of AIDS cultural criticism when
Crimp wrote these words. One thing that has become clear at this mo ‑
ment in the epidemic is that the ideal spaces and practices that Crimp de‑
scribed never completely ceased to be. During the age of AIDS gay men
have managed to maintain our queer sex, our spaces, and, to some lesser


